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13     ABSTRACT 

Previous research has shown tiuxt sequences in which instances from 
the same category appear successively facilitate performance in concept 
attainment.    This could be due to subjects adopting strategies which involve 
comparisons of instances from within t'xe same category.    In this study, 
subjects were trained to solve the concept task by comparing instances from 
the same or different categories.    A control group received no instructions 
on how to solve the task.    The three instructional groups were factoria^ly 
combined with two types of sequences (one favoring within-category compari- 
sons and one favoring aoross-category comparisons) and two different relevant 
dimensions.    The predicted interaction between Type of Instruction and Type 
of Sequence was significant suggesting that the effect of a given sequence 
is dependent upon the extent to which the sequence provides information 
relevant to the strategy employed by the subject.  (U) 
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STRATEGY INSTRUCTION AHO TYPI OP ngUDtt III OOMCIPT AtTAIMCITT 

Uaniol 0. BUln« and J«ek L. OunhM 

In a th«oretic«i conmiämftion of UM oatur« of oonovpc aCtaiiMvnt. 

Underwood (1952) aaauaad that "for ralatlonaiapa menq  atiault re ba i-f- 

ceived and acquired, raaponaaa to tlioaa »tiault aoat be oonti^WNM (p. 111).* 

This siigqests that in concept taaka in «hien to auat loam to catooufioo a 

scriee of instances into a nunher of catagoxies. the optiaal Mpti ««oold 

be one in which instances fro» the mtmo  cataeory ««ould ba prsoaotad witnoot 

intervening instances frosi any other category. Soeoral Ineeatigetioos of 

sequence manipulations in concept taaks have provided evidence supporting 

this prediction (e.g.. Bourne 4 Jennings, i96)i B—< IMAi Schuls, 

Miller, & Radtke, 1963). 

Recently, Doelnovskl (196S) raised certain qosationa about previoue 

research investigating contiguity effoots in concept taaka. He pointed out 

that the results of most studies supporting the facllitaUve effect of con- 

tiguity could also be interpreted aa due to the different number of instances 

required for solution by the different sequences or the preeence of differ- 

ential responding cues. In tite casu of differential responding cues, Ss 

have been required to give a categorical response to oaeh instancs aa it 

was presented. With an increase in the contiguity of instanoea from the 

same category, there is an increase in tie probability that instancea from 

the same category will appear successively, i.e., runs of the asms category 

response will tend to occur. Thus the facilltatlve effect of contiguity 
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oottld tMW 1*9* am to •• I«*miit9 to ny—t o«rt4Un atoqoncal  raspons«* 

to « «offio« of knmtsnem»  r«th«r th«n thm continuity of InsUuicos fron tho 

MM Mtv^ory. 

tioMiwMftlil U9o8) «ttooptod to MUraiiM tho «ffocts of contiguity 

*»llc controlling dlff«rvnti«l ff»»ponding cues «nd tho number of inatanceo 

c«<tuir«d for ofttUMl solution. Tho roauits indicated that parforwanca waa 

facilitatad ***or.  ^latoncoa froo tho m*mc  catagory vere praaantad auccaaaively 

OMU without additional reaponding cuaa and with the nuobar of inatancaa 

ra«|ttuad for aolutloo oontroliad. Oooinowski cc.icluded that the critical 

faatura in a conaidaration of aaquancas in concept tasks is "the successive 

«p|*>4rance of atiouli froa the aaoa category and that if successive appearance 

Mas not occur, the nusOar of intervening atiouli is unimportant (Doainowski, 

lMSt p. 421." 

A oonsiMrstion which thua far haa been overlooked or given a minor 

rola is mat tho affect of different aaquancea depends upon the strategies 

«•ployed by Oifforont Sa in attaapting to attain solution. In many investi- 

gsCioos, It has boon assuasd that Sa are aoploying strategies in which 

hypothesas are lanorated from inatancaa and compared with the information 

provided by auccessivs instances (e.g., Blaine, Dunham, & Pyla, 1968} 

Oominowski, 1968} Dunham 4 BunMraon. 1969« Overstreet & Dunham, 1969). 

UoMnowski (19M) suggested that aequance effects could be due to the less 

oomplaii analyticsl operation in auch comparisons when the category does 

not change from one inatance to the next. When the category does not change, 

any dimonaion which cfiangoa in value ia irrelevant. When the category does 

change* deciaions cannot be maM about individual dimenaions. In this case, 

8s must Mai with a aet of dimenaiona the aame size as the problem solution. 
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Whenever the set of dimensions exhibits the same values in two different 

categories, it can only be determined that one or more of the dimensions 

is irrelevant. The lack of symmetry of the operation' disappears when the 

solution to the concept task is unidimensional. When the category does not 

change, any dimension which changes in value is irrelevant, as in a con- 

junctive problem. However, when the category does change in a unidimen- 

sional problem, any dimension which does not change in value is irrelevant. 

Conjequently an interpretation of the effect of contiguity on the basis of 

a difference in the analytical operations involved in testing hypotheses 

would not be applicable in unidimensional problems. 

In a unidimensional problem, Ss can make decisions about a hypothe- 

sis just as effectively by comparing instances from different categories 

as instances from the same category. If Ss were to adopt a strategy involv- 

ing comparisons of instances from different categories, a sequence involving 

maximum contiguity of instances from the same category would be nonfacili- 

tative and, very likely, detrimental to performance. This suggests that 

the important aspect of a sequence of instances in concept tasks is not the 

contiguity of certain instances but rather the extent to which a sequence 

provides information relevant to S's strategy for making decisions concern- 

ing his hypotheses. Thus in this study it was hypothesized that a sequence 

favoring comparisons of instances from within the same category would facili- 

tate the performance of Ss employing a strategy involving such comparisons 

but would impede the performance of Ss attempting to solve by making com- 

parisons across different categories. The reverse would occur with a 

sequence favoring comparisons across categories. 
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Method 

Subjects. The Ss were 75 introductory psychology students at 

The university of Texas at Austin. Three Ss were eliminated because of 

failure to follow instructions regarding task procedure. 

Design.    The design was a 3 x 2 x 2 factorial representing three 

types of instruction (wi thin-category, across-category, and no instruction), 

two types of sequences (within sequence and across sequence) and two dif- 

ferent relevant dimensions (number and shape of figures). 

Materiala and procedure.    The concept learning tasks were unidimen- 

sional two-category problems. The stimuli were on 3 x 3 in. white cards 

and consisted of six binary dimensions:  (a) number of figures, 1 or 2; 

(fc) size of figures, large or small; (a)  color of figures, black or white; 

(d)  shape of figures, circle or square; le)  number of borders, 1 or 2; and 

(/") type of borders, solid or broken. 

In all conditions the first instance and its correct category 

designation (cither A or B) were presented to the Ss and remained in view 

during the entire problem. From this first instance for a given relevant 

dimension, two different sequences were constructed. The within sequence 

was limited to that subset of all instances such that when an instance from 

the same category as the first instance was compared with the first instance, 

four of the six dimensions could be logically eliminated as irrelevant, 

when an instance was from a category different than the first instance, 

only two of the six dimensions could logically be eliminated when that 

instance was compared with the first instance. The order of presentation 

of these instances was then randomized. The instances for the across 

sequence were selected such that any instance from the opposite category 
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as the first instance logically eliminated four of the six dimensions while 

instances from the same category as the first instance only eliminated two 

of the six dimensions. The instances in the across sequence were ordered 

such that the same logical decisions could be made about the same dimensions 

at the same point in the two sequences. That is, not only the saune number 

of dimensions, hut the same dimensions could be eliminated as irrelevant. 

Thus the sequences were equivalent in terms of the information which could 

logically be derived but differed with respect to whether that information 

was derived from a comparison of the first instance with instances from the 

same or different category. 

All Ss were instructed on the basic structure of the concept 

problem and were told to use the first instance as the basis of comparison. 

The two strategy-instructed groups were given additional instructions and 

practice on how to make decisions about the relevant dimension by comparing 

the first instance with other instances of that category (within-category 

instructions) or with instances from the opposite category (across-category 

instructions). The Ss receiving within-category instructions were told that 

when two instances were from the same category, any dimension which changed 

in value was irrelevant. They were then shown two instances from the same 

category and asked to determine which dimensions were irrelevant and which 

could still be considered as possibly relevant. The Ss receiving across- 

category instructions were given the same type of Instructions and practice 

Involving instances from different categories. 

The Ss were run individually with an unlimited response interval. 

The concept tasks were presented by tne method of anticipation with the 

addition that Ss were asked after each trial to btate which dimensions 
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could still bo relevant. The criterion WAS 12 consscutiv« oorrsct rssponsss 

after S had correctly named the one relevant dia»nsion. 

Ritultt 

The means for triale-to-criterion in determining the relevant dimen* 

sion are givnn in Figure 1. The interaction between Type of Instruction and 

Type of Sequence was significant, F{2,  60) ■ 4.72, p < .05. No other effect 

was significant. 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

The interaction between Type of Instruction and Type of Sequence 

was due primarily to the performance of the two instructed groups in the 

two sequence conditions. Instruction on comparing the focus with instances 

from the same category was detrimental to performance in the sequence favor- 

ing comparisons across categories while instruction on comparing the focus 

with instances of the opposite category was detrimental in the sequence 

favoring comparisons within categories. The groups which did not receive 

instruction on how to solve the concept problem attained solution as effi- 

ciently as either of the instructed groups. 

Diaaueeion 

In this study, the sequences employed wore equivalent in terms of 

contiguity and the amount of information provided. The sequences differed 

only according to whether it was logically more efficient to compare the 

first instance with instances from the same or different category. Since 

the sequences were equivalent in contiguity and instructions on using the 
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different oQ***rlaoiui interecud witii cho different eir^uencee. it «ey t>u 

necee—ry to reooneider the verlebl« of contiguity. Hie result« indicate 

that '«Mthor « given »eiiuence Me« detriaentel to perfonunce depended upon 

the e«te9ory S employed. It I« poesibie that contiguity la an effvctive 

variable only ineofar aa It affeota «be providing of infonuitlon which s 

neod» to «ake daciaiona by uae of a particular atrategy. 

Mhan la «are forced to develop their own strategy baaed on the 

intomatlon given abcut the atructure of the problM, they were able to adopt 

a strategy which waa optia^l in terva of the aequence preaented. This does 

not appear to be consistent with reeearch which suggests that a aequence 

favoring within-category oonpariaone would facilitate performance. However, 

previous reeearch haa, for the noat part, uaed conjunctive concept problem;. 

with two relevant diaenaiona. In a conjunctiva problesi witli two relevant 

disMnaiona, wi thin-category coav>ariaona are favored aince ?a can deal with 

individual diawnaiona while being forced to deal with a two dimensional 

hypothesis for across-category coaparlsonj. In the present study, a unidimon- 

sional problem waa eapioyud. Zn auch proulama, Ss can deal with individual 

dimensions whether making within- or across-category comparisons. Since this 

is not the caae with conjunctiva problems, it in reasonable that the majority 

of Ss would adnpt a strategy involving a less complex operation, i.e., making 

decisions about individual dimensions rather than conjunctive hypotheses. 

However, it is also possible tha- aome Ss would adopt a strategy involving 

the more complex operation. The results of this study do suggest the possi- 

bility that even in conjunctive problems, the sequence which is most facili- 

tative for the majority of Ss would not necessarily be so for some Ss employing 

a different strategy. 
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In Inveutlgationa of the effert of different sequences on concept 

attainment, the major importance ha'.* been placed on the structural aspects 

of sequences. The present study demonstrates that Ss employing different 

strategies for processing information perform differently with sequences which 

are equivalent in instruction contiguity and the information which can logi- 

cally be derived from the sequence. That different'/ structured sequences 

can effect differences in performance is c-vident, but such differences depend 

upon the strategy employed by S and the extent to whicn a given sequence 

provides information relevant to that st/^tegy. 
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